UC threatens suit against MIT press

(Continued from page 1) Investigation into (South) Korean influence-peddling into the US.

Eighty-one of the reports' 444 pages deal specifically with the "Moon organizations." Among its conclusions were that the UC, ICF, and other groups headed by Moon "constitute essentially one international organization." Also, "Among the goals of the Moon Organization is the establishment of a worldwide government... which would be governed by Moon and his followers."

Referring to other science conferences sponsored by the UC, the subcommittee quotes Moon: "The scholars will set forth a sub-active ideology, uniting the different fields into one... Back in their own countries, these scholars will influence our own national policies in a joint effort, which will enable the world policies towards the same goals..."

At a press conference Friday, The Tech asked Lerner to respond to another quote from the report that linked the ICUS to Moon's "avowed temporal goals: "It's without foundation." In his opinion, it only proved that Congressional committees are "idiotic." In fact, Lerner stated that he personally knows several "Moonies," and that they are "among the greatest young people" in the US today.

During the conference, one ICUS staff suggested that a copyright infringement suit pending against the MIT Press regarding a recent release. The staff of the MIT Press said they were well aware of the UC's disapproval with the book, "Science, Sex, and Scholarship," though they were not aware of any lawsuit. They did, however, offer reviews of the book which described it as the first "balanced treatment."
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Selling in response to the fifth civil liberties and Moon's secular concerns. As the growing number of religious problems in sloganeering issues presented to the conference, the organization, it only proved that Congressional committees are "idiotic." In fact, Lerner stated that he personally knows several "Moonies," and that they are "among the greatest young people" in the US today.

During the conference, one ICUS staff suggested that a copyright infringement suit pending against the MIT Press regarding a recent release. The staff of the MIT Press said they were well aware of the UC's disapproval with the book, "Science, Sex, and Scholarship," though they were not aware of any lawsuit. They did, however, offer reviews of the book which described it as the first "balanced treatment."
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